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ABBREVIATIONS
The following abbreviations are used in the book.
[~]
[adj.]
[adv.]
[art.]
[cf.]
[Ch.]
[DBE]
[esp.]
[etc.]

[Fr.] 
[Ger.]
[Gk.]
[Hi.]
[interj.] 
[It.]
[Jap.]
[MLB]
[n.]
[obs.]
[past]
[pl.]
[PRC]
[prep.]
[pres.]
[prog.]
[Rom.]
[S]
[Scot.]
[SEA]
[SF]
[Sp.]
[SS]
[ST]
[UK]
[US]
[v.]

[X only]

approximate, circa
adjective
adverb
article
compare with or see also
Chinese 
Dame Commander of the Order of the British Empire
especially
etcetera (and so on) Used to indicate that a list is too 
long to give in full
French 
German
Greek
Hawaiian
interjection
Italian
Japanese
Major League Baseball
noun or name
obsolete
past tense
plural
People’s Republic of China
preposition
present tense
progressive tense
Roman
Scrabble
Scotland/Scottish
South East Asia
Science Fiction
Spanish
Super Scrabble
Star Trek
UK Scrabble
US Scrabble
verb

The word is intended for reference and crossword 
puzzles (that’s what the “X” means). The word may also 
be used as a “phony” in Scrabble to bluff the opponent. 
Use this word at your own risk.
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Two Letter Words
AA (+S)
AB (+S)
AD (+S)
AE [One]
AG (+S)
AH (+S)
AI (+S) [n. A three-toed sloth]
AL (+S) [n. An Indian mulberry]
AM
AN
AR (+S)
AS (+S)
AT
AW
AX (+ES, +E, +ED, +ING)
AY (+S or +ES)
BA (+S)
BE (+S)
BI (+S)
BO (+S) [n. (1) A pal. Term is usually used 
as a friendly form of address, (2) Short for 
Bodhi, a sacred fig tree of India]
BY (+S)
CH [n. (1) Unit of measurement (Chain), 
(2) Check in chess, (3) English dialect for 
I - UK only]
DA (+S)
DE [prep. Of or from]
DI [UK and WWF only]
DO (+S)
EA (+S) [n. Babylonian god of wisdom - UK 
only]
ED (+S)
EE (EEN) [n. Scot. word for eye - UK only]
EF (+S)
EH
EL (+S)
EM (+S) [n. (1) The letter M, (2) A linear 
unit (1/6 inch) used in printing]
EN (+S) [n. (1) The letter N, (2) A linear 
unit, half the width of an EM, used in 
printing]
ER (+S)

ES (+S)
ET
EW [interj. An exclamation of disgust; n. 
Short for Electronic Warfare  - WWF only]
EX (+ED, +ING, +ES) [v. To cross out]
FA (+S) [n. Same as FAH (a musical 
note)]
FE (+S) [n. A Hebrew letter]
FI [prep. From (Scottish) - WWF only]
FY [interj. Expressing disproval; obs. v. (to 
digest) - UK only]
GI (+S)
GO1 (+S) [n. A Japanese board game 
using white and black stones; +S not 
WWF]
GO2 (+ES) [v. To depart or change 
location]
GU (+S) [n. A simple violin used in 
Shetland. Also GUE, GJU - UK only] 
HA (+S)
HE (+S)
HI (+S)
HM (+S)
HO (+S) [+S not WWF]
ID (+S)
IF (+S)
IN (+NED, +NING, +S) [v. To harvest]
IO (+S) [n. A moon of Jupiter - UK only] 
IS
IT (+S)
JA [UK only]
JO (+E, +ES, +EY)
KA (+S)
KI (+S)
KO [n. (1) A Maori digging stick, (2) Short 
for Knock Out - UK only]
KY (+S) [n. Cows, cattle. Same as KYE - 
UK only]
LA (+S)
LI (+S)
LO
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MA (+S)
ME
MI (+S)
MM
MO (+S)
MU (+S) [n. The 12th Greek letter]
MY
NA
NE
NO (+S)
NU (+S) [n. The 13th Greek letter]
NY (+S) [v. To approach - UK only]
OB (+S) [n. A large river in Siberia - UK 
only] 
OD (+S)
OE (+S)
OF
OH (+ED, +ING, +S)
OI
OM (+S)
ON (+S)
OO [n. (1) An extinct Hawaiian bird, (2) 
Scot. for wool; adj. Relating or denoting 
an egg or ovum - All are UK only]
OP (+S)
OR (+S)
OS1 (ORA) [n. A mouth or an opening]
OS2 (OSAR) [n. A narrow ridge of gravel 
and sand]
OS3 (OSSA) [n. A bone, used chiefly in 
Latin names of individual bones]
OU (+S) [n. A rare bird from the parrot 
family - UK only]
OW
OX (+ES or + EN)
OY
PA (+S)
PE (+S)
PI (+S) [    ]
PO (+S) [Not WWF]
QI (+S)

RE (+S)
SH (+H) [interj. Used to urge silence]
SI (+S)
SO (+S)
ST [Short for Standard Time - UK only]
TA (+S)
TE (+S) [n. Same as TI - Not WWF]
TI (+S) [n. The seventh note in the 
musical scale]
TO
UG (+S) [UK only]
UH
UM (+MED, +MING, +S)
UN (+S)
UP (+S)
UR [n. An ancient Sumerian city on the 
Euphrates - UK only]
US
UT (+S) [n. The former first note in the 
musical scale]
WE
WO (+S)
XI (+S)
XU
YA (+S) [n. An Asian pear, +S not WWF]
YE (+S)
YO
YU (+S) [n. Chinese word for: (1) Jade, 
(2) Gems of all kinds - UK only]
(PIZ+) ZA (+S)
ZO (+S) [n. A Tibetan breed of goat - UK 
only]
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Three Letter Words
AAH (+ED, +ING, 
+S)
AAL (+S) [n. An 
East Indian flowering 
shrub 5 to 10 in 
height]
AAS
ABA (+S)
ABB (+S) [UK only]
ABO (+S)
ABS
ABY (ABOUGHT, 
+ING, +S) [v. To 
make amends]
ACE (+D, ACING, 
+S)
ACH [UK only]
ACT (+ED, +ING, +S)
ADD (+ED, +ING, 
+S) [v. To combine, 
join, or increase, esp. 
with numbers]
ADO (+S)
ADS
ADZ (+ES) [n. A 
woodworking tool]
AFF [Off]
AFT
AGA (+S) [n. A 
Turkish commander]
AGE (+D, AGING, 
+S)
AGO
AGS
AHA
AHI (+S) [n. Hawaiian 
yellowfin tuna]
AHS
AIA (+S) [UK only]
AID (+ED, +ING, +S) 
[v. To render help]
AIL (+ED, +ING, +S)
AIM (+ED, +ING, +S) 
[v. To direct towards 
a specific target or 
goal]

AIN
AIR (+ED, +ING, +S, 
+Y)
AIS
AIT (+S) [n. A small 
island]
AJI (+S) [n. A chili 
pepper - Not WWF]
AKA (+S) [n. A New 
Zealand vine - UK 
only]
AKE (+D, AKING, 
+S) [UK only]
ALA (+S or +E)
ALB (+S)
ALE (+S)
ALF (+S) [UK only]
ALL
ALP (+S)
ALS [pl. of AL]
ALT (+S)
ALU (+S) [Potato in 
Hindi - UK only]
AMA (+S) [n. Pearl 
divers, mostly female, 
from Japan]
AME (+S) [UK only]
AMI (+S) [n. A friend]
AMP (+S)
AMU
ANA
AND (+S)
ANE
ANI (+S) [n. The 
black tropical 
American cuckoo]
ANN (+S) [UK only]
ANT (+S)
ANY
APE (+S)
APO (+S) [n. A type 
of protein]
APP (+S)
APT
ARB
ARC (+ED, +ING, 
+S)

ARD (+S) [n. A 
primitive plough - UK 
only]
ARE (+S)
ARF (+S)
ARK (+S)
ARM (+ED, +ING, 
+S)
ARS
ART (+S, +SY)
ARY (+S) [UK only]
ASH (+ED or +EN, 
+ES, +Y)
ASK (+ED, +ING, +S)
ASP (+S)
ASS (+ES)
ATE (+S)
ATS (+S) [UK only]
ATT [n. A Laotian 
monetary unit]
AUA (+S) [n. The 
yellow-eye mullet - 
UK only]
AUE [UK only]
AUF (+S) [obs. n. An 
elf’s child - UK only]
AUK (+S)
AVA [adv. At all]
AVE (+S)
AVO
AWA [adv. Away]
AWE (+D, +ING or 
AWING, +S)
AWK (+S) [n. A 
command-line 
scripting language 
used in Unix - UK 
only]
AWL (+S)
AWN (+S)
AXE (+D, AXING, +S)
AYE (+S)
AYS
AYU (+S) [UK only]
AZO
BAA (+S)

BAC (+S) [n. Short 
for BAChleor (as in 
a university degree) 
or Blood Alcohol 
Concentration. Both 
UK only]
BAD (+S)
BAG (+GED, +GING, 
+S)
BAH
BAL (+S)
BAM (+S)
BAN (+NED, +NING, 
+S)
BAP (+S)
BAR (+RED, +RING, 
+S)
BAS
BAT (+TED, +TING, 
+S, +TER)
BAY (+ED, +ING, +S)
BED (+DED, +DING, 
+S)
BEE (+S)
BEG (+GED, +GING, 
+S, GER)

(DECI+) BEL (+S)
BEN (+S) [n. A Scot. 
inner room]
BES [Not WWF]
BET (+TED, +TING, 
+S)
BEY (+S)
BEZ (+ES) [UK only]
BIB (+BED, +BING, 
+S)
BID (+DED, +DING, 
+S)
BIG (+GER, +GEST, 
+S)
BIN (+NED, +NING, 
+S)
BIO (+S)
BIS
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BIT (+TED, +TING, 
+S) [v. To curb or 
restrain]
BIZ (+ZES)
BOA (+S)
BOB (+BED, +BING, 
+S) 
BOD (+S)
BOG (+GED, +GING, 
+S)
BOH (+S) [UK only]
BOI (+S) [n. A lesbian 
who adopts a boyish 
appearance or 
manners - UK only]
BOK (+S) [n. A goat 
or antelope - UK only]
BON [UK only]
BOO (+ED, +ING, 
+S)
BOP (+PED, +PING, 
+S)
BOR (+S) [n. Short 
for neighBOuR - UK 
only]
BOS (+S)
BOT (+S)
BOW (+ED, +ING, 
+S)
BOX (+ED, +ING, 
+ES, +ER, +Y)
BOY (+S)
BRA (+S)
BRO (+S)
BRR
BRU (+S) [UK only]
BUB
BUD (+S)
BUG (+GED, +GING, 
+S)
BUM (+MED, +MING, 
+S)
BUN (+S)
BUR (+S)
BUS (+ES)
BUT (+S) [n. A 
flatfish]

BUY (BOUGHT, 
+ING, +S, +ER)
BYE (+S)
BYS
CAA (+ED, +ING, 
+S) [v. To call - UK 
only]
CAB (+S)
CAD (+S)
CAF (+S)
CAM (+S)
CAN (+NED, +NING, 
+S, +NER)
CAP (+PED, +PING, 
+S)
CAR (+S)
CAT (+S)
CAW (+ED, +ING, 
+S)
CAY (+S) [n. A small 
island]
CAZ (+S) [UK only]
CEE (+S) 
CEL (+S) 

CEP (+S) [n. An 
edible mushroom]
CHA (+S) [UK only]
CHE [I - UK only]
CID (+S) [n. A chief, 
captain or hero - UK 
only]
CIG (+S) [n.Short for 
CIGarette] 

CIS [n. (1) pl. of 
Ci (abbreviation 
for Curie, a unit of 
radioactivity), (2) 
Short for CISgender 
(one whose gender 
identity matches the 
gender in which they 
were born), (3) Short 
for Commonwealth 
of Independent 
States (a loose 
confederation of 
national states which 
formerly made up the 
USSR); adj. Denoting 
or relating to a 
molecular structure 
in which two atoms 
or groups lie on the 
same side of a given 
plane in the molecule]
CIT (+S) [UK only]
CLY (CLIED, +ING, 
CLIES) [v. To seize or 
steal - UK only]
COB (+S)
COD (+DED, +DING, 
+S) [n. (1) A saltwater 
fish; v. (2) To fool]
COG (+S)
COL (+S)
CON (+NED, +NING, 
+S)
COO (+ED, +ING, 
+S)
COP (+PED, +PING, 
+S)
COR (+S) [n. Same 
as KOR]
COS (+ES)
COT (+S) [n. A simple 
portable bed]
COW (+S)
COX (+ED, +ING, 
+ES)
COY (+ED, +ING, 
+ES)
COZ (+ES)
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CRU (+S) [n. A grade 
or class of wine]
CRY (CRIED, +ING, 
CRIES)
CUB (BED, +BING, 
+S)
CUD (+S)
CUE (+D, +ING, +S)
CUM [prep. Used 
between two nouns to 
designate an object 
of a combined nature]
CUP (+PED, +PING, 
+S)
CUR (+S) [n. (1) 
A mongrel dog, 
esp. a worthless or 
unfriendly one, (2) 
A mean, cowardly 
person]
CUT (+TING, +S)
CUZ (+ZES)
CWM (+S) [n. A deep 
basin on a mountain]
DAB (+BED, +BING, 
+S)
DAD (+S)
DAE (+ING, +S) 
[(Scot.) v. To do - UK 
only]
DAG1 (+S) [n. The 
hanging end]
DAG2 (+GED, 
+GING, +S)[v. To cut 
the dags off sheep. 
This version of the 
word is UK only.]
DAH (+S) [n. (1) A 
dash in Morse code, 
(2) A Burmese knife]
DAK (+S)
DAL (+S)
DAM (+MED, +MING, 
+S)
DAN (+S) [n. A 
black-belt level in the 
martial arts]
DAP (+PED, +PING, 
+S)
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DAS
DAW (+ED, +ING, 
+S) [v. To dawn]
DAY (+S)
DEB (+S)
DEE (+S)
DEF (+FER, +FEST)
[Excellent or brilliant]
DEG (+GED, +GING, 
+S) [v. To water - UK 
only]
DEI [pl. of DEUS 
(Latin for god) - UK 
only]
DEL (+S) [n. An 
operator in differential 
calculus; v. Short for 
DELete]
DEN (+NED, +NING, 
+S) [v. To live in a 
lair]
DEV (+S) [Same as a 
DEVA (a Hindu god)]
DEW (+ED, +ING, 
+S)
DEX (+ES)
DEY (+S) [n. A former 
ruler of Algiers]
DIB (+BED, +BING, 
+S)
DID
DIE1 (DICE) [n. A 
cube, or other three-
dimensional object, 
with numbers or 
symbols used for 
gambling]
DIE2 (+D, DYING, 
+S) [v. To cease 
living]
DIE3 (+D, +ING, +S) 
[v. To cut or shape 
with a die]
DIF (+S) [Difference]
DIG (+GED or DUG, 
+GING, +S)
DIM (+MED, +MING, 
+S)

DIN (+NED, +NING, 
+S)
DIP (+PED, +PING, 
+S, +PER)
DIS
DIT1 (+S) [n. A dot in 
Morse code]
DIT2 (+TED, +TING, 
+S) [v. Scot. word 
meaning to block. 
This version of the 
word is UK only]
DIV (+S) [n. A demon, 
monster, fiend or 
evil spirit of Persian 
mythology - UK only]
DOB (+S) [UK only]
DOC (+S)) [n. Short 
for DOCtor]
DOD (+DED, +DING, 
+S) [v. To cut the hair 
of - UK only]
DOE (+S)
DOF [Stupid - UK 
only]
DOG (+GED, +GING, 
+S) [v. To follow like 
a dog]
DOH (+S)
DOL (+S)
DOM (+S)
DON (+NED, +NING, 
+S) [v. To put on a 
garment]
DOO (+S) [UK only]
DOP [UK only]
DOR1 (+S) [n. A black 
European beetle]
DOR2 (+ED, +ING, 
+S) [v. To mock - This 
version of the word is 
UK only]
DOS
DOT (+TED, +TING, 
+S)
DOW (+ED or 
DOUGHT, +ING, +S) 
[v. To be able or to 
prosper]

DOY (+S) [UK only]
DRY1 (+S) [n. 
One who is 
against alcoholic 
consumption]
DRY2 (DRIED, +ING, 
DRIES) [v. To remove 
moisture by heat, air, 
etc.]
DRY3 (+ER or 
DRIER, DRYEST or 
DRIEST) [adj. Having 
no moisture]
DSO (+S) [n. A 
Himalayan ox - UK 
only]
DUB (+BED, +BING, 
+S)
DUD (+S)
DUE (+S)
DUG (+S) [n. The teat 
or udder of a female 
mammal; v. Past 
tense of DIG]
DUH
DUI [(1) pl. of DUO, 
(2) Short for Driving 
Under Influence]
DUN
DUO (+S or DUI)
DUP (+PED, +PING, 
+S) [n. Short for 
DUPlicate; v. To 
open]
DUM [adj. Cooked 
with steam]
DUX (+ES or 
DUCES) [n. (1) A 
Saxon chief or leader, 
(2) The pupil who is 
academically first in 
a class or school in 
Britain - UK only]
DYE (+D, +ING, +S)
DZO (+S) [Same as 
ZO - UK only] 
EAN (+ED, +ING, 
+S) [v. To give birth to 
- UK only]
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EAR (+ED, +ING, +S)
EAS [UK only]
EAT (ATE, +ING, +S)
EAU (+X) [n. Water]
EBB
ECH (+ED, +ING, 
+ES) [v. To eke out - 
UK only]
ECO (+S) [n. 
ECOlogy - Not WWF]
ECU (+S) [n. An old 
French coin]
EDH (+S) [n. An old 
English letter]
EDS
EEK
EEL (+S)
EEN [pl. of EE - UK 
only]
EEW [interj. An 
exclamation of 
disgust - Not WWF]
EFF (+S)
EFS
EFT
EGG (+ED, +ING, 
+S, +Y)
EGO (+S)
EHS [UK only]
EIK [UK only]
EKE (+D, EKING, 
+S) [v. To supplement 
with great effort or 
hardship]
ELD (+S)
ELF (ELVES)
ELK (+S)
ELL (+S) [n. A unit of 
length]
ELM (+S)
ELS
ELT (+S) [UK only]
EME (+S)
EMO (+S) [Not WWF]
EMS
EMU (+S) [n. (1) 
A large Australian 
flightless bird, 
(2) Short for 
ElectroMagnetic Unit]
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END (+ED, +ING, +S)
ENE (+S) [UK only]
ENG
ENS
EON (+S)
ERA (+S)
ERE
ERF (ERVEN) [UK 
only]
ERG (+S) [n. A unit of 
energy]
ERK (+S) [UK only]
ERM [UK only]
ERN (+S, +E, +ES) 
[n. A sea eagle] 
ERR (+ATA)
ERS
ESS
EST (+S)
ETA (+S)
ETH
EUK (+S) [UK only]
EVE (+S)
EVO (+S) [UK only]
EWE (+S)
EWK [UK only]
EWT (+S) [obs. n. A 
newt - UK only]
EXO [Australian 
slang word for 
excellent - UK only]
EYE (+D, +ING, +S, 
+R)
FAA (+N or FALLEN 
or FELL, +ING, +S) 
[(Scot.) v. To fall - UK 
only]
FAB
FAD (+S)
FAE [UK only]
FAG (+S)
FAH (+S) [n. Same 
as FA, a musical 
note]
FAN (+NED, +NING, 
+S)
FAP [v. Fuddled or 
drunk - UK only]

FAR (+THER or 
FURTHER, +THEST 
or FURTHEST)
FAS [pl. of FA]
FAT (+S, +TER, 
+TEST)
FAW (+S) [n. A gypsy 
- UK only]
FAX (+ED, +ING, 
+ES)
FAY (+S) [n. A fairy]
FAY (+ED, +ING, 
+ES) [v. To join 
closely or tightly]
FED
FEE (+S)
FEG (+S) [UK only]
FEH
FEM
FEN (+S) [n. (1) A 
marsh, (2) A unit of 
currency in China 
(100 fen=1 yuan)]
FER [prep. For]
FES
FET (+S)
FEU1 (+S) [n. A 
perpetual lease at a 
fixed rent]
FEU2]  (+ED, +ING, 
+S) [v. To grant land 
to under Scottish 
feudal law]
FEW
FEY
FEZ (+ES or +ZES) 
[n. A small, red, round 
hat, sometimes with a 
tassel] 
FIB (+BED, +BING, 
+S)
FID (+S) [n. A square 
bar used as a support 
for a topmast]
FIE
FIG (+S)
FIL (+S)
FIN (+S)
FIR (+S)
FIT (+S)

FIX (+ED, +ING, 
+ES)
FIZ (+Z)
FLU (+S)
FLY1 (FLIES) [n. A 
two-winged, usually 
bothersome, insect]
FLY2 (FLIED or 
FLEW or FLOWN, 
+ING,  FLIES) [v. To 
travel through the air]
FOB (+BED, +BING, 
+S) [v. To deceive or 
mislead]
FOE (+S)
FOG (+S)
FOH
FON (+S) [n. (1) A 
people and language 
of Benin and parts 
of Nigeria, (2) obs. 
A fool or idiot, (3) A 
warm, dry wind]
FOO (+S)
FOP (+PED, +PING, 
+S)
FOR
FOU
FOX (+ES, +Y)
FOY (+S)
FRA (+S) [UK only]
FRO
FRY (FRIES)
FUB (+BED, +BING, 
+S)
FUD (+S)
FUG (+S)
FUM (+S) [UK only] 
FUN (+S, +NY)
FUR (+S, +RY)
GAB (+BED, +BING, 
+S)
GAD (+DED, +DING, 
+S)
GAE (+D or +N or 
GANE, +ING or 
GAUN, +S) [v. To go]
GAG (+GED, +GING, 
+S)
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GAL (+S)
GAM (+MED, +MIG, 
+S)
GAN (+NED, +NING, 
+S) [n. A trap or 
snare for game; v. To 
remove seeds from 
cotton - All suffixes 
are UK only]
GAP (+S)
GAR (+RED, +RING, 
+S)
GAS (+ES, +SED, 
+SES)
GAU (+S) [UK only]
GAT (+S)
GAW (+S) [n. A Scot. 
word indicating a 
rainbow which is only 
partially visible over 
the horizon foretelling 
bad weather - UK 
only]
GAY (+S)
GED (+S)
GEE (+S)
GEL (+LED, +LING, 
+S)
GEM (+MED, +MING, 
+S)
GEN (+NED, +NING, 
+S)
GEO (+S) [n. A gully 
or a creek - UK only]
GER (+S) [n. A 
Mongolian felt tent - 
UK only]
GET (GOT or 
GOTTEN, +TING, 
+S)
GEY [adv. Very]
GHI (+S) [n. A butter]
GIB (+BED, +BING, 
+S)
GID (+S)
GIE (+D or +N, +ING, 
+S) [v. To give]
GIF (+S)
GIG (+S)
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GIN (+NED, +NING, 
+S)
GIO (+S) [n. Same as 
GEO - UK only]
GIP (+PED, +PING, 
+S)
GIS
GIT (+TED, +TING, 
+S)
GJU [Same as GU - 
UK only]
GNU (+S)
GOA (+S)
GOB (+S)
GOD (+S, +DESS)
GON (+S) [UK only]
GOO (+S)
GOR [interj. - Used 
as a mild oath]
GOS
GOT
GOV (+S) [UK only]
GOX (+ES) [n. Short 
for Gaseous OXygen]
GOY
GRR
GUB (+S) [Same as 
GU - UK only]
GUE (+S) [Same as 
GU - UK only]
GUL
GUM (+MED, 
+MING, +S)
GUN (+NED, +NING, 
+S)
GUP (+S) [UK only]
GUR (+S) [UK only]
GUS [pl. of GU (a 
simple violin used in 
Shetland) - UK only]
GUT (+TED, +TING, 
+S)
GUV (+S)
GUY (+S)
GYM (+S)
GYP (+PED, +PING, 
+S)
HAD

HAE (+D or +N, 
+ING, +S)
HAG (+GED, +GING, 
+S)
HAH (+S)
HAJ (+ES, +I, +IS, 
+J, +JES, +JI, +JIS)
HAM (+MED, +MING, 
+S)
HAN [n. A Chinese 
dynasty between 
220BC and 220AD - 
UK only]
HAO [n. A monetary 
unit of Vietnam]
HAP (+PED, +PING, 
+S)
HAS
HAT (+TED, +TING, 
+S)
HAW (+S)
HAY (+S)
HEH (+S)
HEM (+MED, +MING, 
+S)
HEN (+S)
HEP (+S, +PER, 
+PEST) [n. (1) Same 
as ROSEHIP (the fruit 
of a rose plant), (2) 
Short for HEPatitis; v. 
To be informed about 
the latest styles and 
trends] 
HER (+S)
HES
HET1 (+S) [n. (1) 
A Hebrew letter, 
(2) Short for 
HETerosexual]
HET2 [v. A past tense 
of HEAT]
HEW (+S)
HEX (+ED, +ING, 
+ES, +ER)
HEY
HIC
HID

HIE (+D, +ING or 
HYING, +S) [v. To 
hurry]
HIM (+S)
HIN (+S)
HIP (+S)
HIS
HIT (+TING, +S)
HMM
HOA [UK only]
HOB (+S)
HOC
HOD (+S)
HOE (+S)
HOG (+S)
HOH
HOI
HOM (+S) [n. A 
sacred plant of the 
ancient Persians]
HON (+S)
HOO
HOS [UK only]
HOP (+PED, +PING, 
+S)
HOS [Not WWF]
HOT (+S, +TER, 
+TEST)
HOW (+S)
HOY (+S)
HOX (+ED, +ING, 
+ES) [v. To hamstring 
- UK only]
HOY (+ED, +ING, 
+S) [+ED and +ING 
are UK only]
HUB (+S)
HUE (+S)
HUG (+GED, +GING, 
+S, +GER)
HUH
HUI (+S) [n. A Maori 
gathering - UK only]
HUM (+MED, +MING, 
+S, +MER)
HUN (+S)
HUP
HUT (+S)
HYE [v. Same as HIE 
- UK only]

3

HYP (+S)
ICE (+S, ICING, +D)
ICH (+S) [n. Disease 
of some freshwater 
and marine aquarium 
fish] 
ICK (+Y)
ICY
IDE (+S) [n. A small 
European freshwater 
fish - UK only]
IDS
IFF (+S)
IFS
IGG (+ED, +ING, +S)
ILK (+S) [n. A class, 
type, or kind]
ILL (+S)
IMP (+S)
ING (+S) [X only]
INK (+ED, +ING, +S, 
+Y)
INN (+S)
INS
ION (+S)
IOS [UK only]
IRE (+S)
IRK
ISH [UK only]
ISM
ISO (+S) [UK only]
ITA (+S) [UK only]
ITS
IVY (IVIED, IVIES)
IWI [n. A Māori tribe - 
UK only. But +S is OK 
in US Scrabble]
JAB (+BED, +BING, 
+S)
JAG (+GED, +GING, 
+S)
JAI [UK only]
JAK (+S) [n. An East 
Indian tree - UK only]
JAM (+MED, +MING, 
+S)
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JAP (+PED, +PING, 
+S) [v. Short for the 
verb, JAPAN (to 
apply a black lacquer 
to) - UK only]
(A+) JAR1

JAR2 (+RED, +RING, 
+S)
JAW (+ED, +ING, 
+S)
JAY (+S, +BIRD)
JEE (+D, +ING, +S)
JET (+TED, +TING, 
+S)
JEU (+X) [n. A game; 
diversion]
JEW (+S)
JIB (+BED, +BING, 
+S)
JIG (+GED, +GING, 
+S)
JIN (+S)
JIZ (+ZES) [n. A wig - 
UK only]
JOB (+BED, +BING, 
+S)
JOE (+S, +Y)
JOG (+GED, +GING, 
+S, +GER)
JOL (+ED, +ING, +S) 
[v. To have a good 
time - UK only]
JOR (+S) [n. The 
second movement 
of a RAGA, a Hindu 
musical form - UK 
only]
JOT (+TED, +TING, 
+S)
JOW (+ED, +ING, 
+S) [v. To toll a bell]
JOY (+S)
JUD (+S) [n. A mass 
of coal - UK only]
JUG (+GED, +GING, 
+S)
JUN [n. North Korean 
coin] 

KIR (+S) [n. A 
dry white wine or 
champagne flavored 
with crème de cassis]
KIS (+S)
KIT (+S)
KOA (+S) [n. (1) A 
flowering Hawaiian 
tree, (2) Elite warriors 
of Hawaii]
KOB (+S) [n. An 
antelope]
KOI (+S) [n. A type of 
fish]
KON [v. To know - 
UK only]
KOP (+S)
KOR (+S) [n. A 
Hebrew unit of 
capacity equal to 
about 230 liters]
KOS [n. A land 
measure in India of 
various lengths from 
1 to 3 miles (1.6 to 
4.8 km)]
KOW (+S) [n. A 
bunch of twigs - UK 
only]
KUE (+S) [n. The 
letter Q]
KYE (+S) [n. Cows, 
cattle. Same as KY. 
UK only]
KYU (+S) [n. A novice 
grade in judo - UK 
only]
LAB (+S)
LAC (+S) [n. SEA 
number for 100,000]
LAD (+S)
LAG (+GED, +GING, 
+S)
LAH (+S)
LAM (+S)
LAP (+PED, +PING, 
+S)
LAR (+S)
LAS
LAT (+S)
LAV (+S)

JUS1 (JURA) [n. Law 
as a system or in the 
abstract]
JUS2 [n. A thin gravy 
or sauce made from 
meat juices, esp. in 
French cuisine]
JUT (+TED, +TING, 
+S)
KAB (+S) [n. An 
ancient Hebrew unit 
of measure]
KAE (+S)
KAF (+S)
KAI [n. Māori for 
food- UK only]
KAK (+S) [UK only] 
KAM [n. A language 
spoken in southern 
China; adj. Awry, 
twisted, distorted - 
UK only]
KAS
KAT (+S) [n. An 
evergreen shrub]
KAY (+S)
KEA (+S) [n. A large 
brownish-green New 
Zealand parrot]
KEB [UK only]
KED (+S) [n. A 
wingless fly that 
infests sheep - UK 
only]
KEF (+S)
KEG (+S)
KEN (+ED or +T, 
+ING, +S)
KEP (+PED, +PING, 
+S)
KET [UK only]
KEX (+ES)
KEY (+ED, +ING, +S)
KHI (+S)
KID (+S)
KIF (+S)
KIN (+S)
KIP (+PED, +PING, 
+S) [v. To sleep or 
take a nap]

3

LAW (+S, +BOOK)
LAX (+ES)
LAY (+S)
LEA (+S) [n. A 
meadow]
LED
LEE (+S)
LEG (+S)
LEI (+S)
LEK (+S)
LEP [v. To leap - UK 
only]
LES (+ES)
(IN+, OUT+)
LET1 (+S)
LET2 (+TED, +TING, 
+S)
LEU
LEV (+S or +A or 
+AS) [n. A unit of 
Bulgarian currency]
LEW [n. Same as 
LEV - UK only]
LEX (+ES for v., 
LEGES for n.)
LEY (+S) [Same as 
LEA] 
LEZ (+ZES)
LIB (+S)
LID (+S)
LIE (+S, LYING, +D)
LIG [UK only]
LIN (+S)
LIP (+PED, +PING, 
+S)
LIS
LIT (+S)
LOB (+BED, +BING, 
+S)
LOD (+S) [UK only]
LOG (+GED, +GING, 
+S, +GER)
LOO (+S)
LOP (+PED, +PING, 
+S)
LOR [UK only]
LOS [UK only]
LOT (+TED, +TING, 
+S)
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MAR (+RED, +RING, 
+S)
MAS
MAT (+TED, +TING, 
+S)
MAW (+ED or +N, 
+ING, +S) [v. To mow]
MAX (+ED, +ING, 
+ES)
MAY (+S)
MED (+S, +IC)
MEE [UK only]
MEG (+S)
MEH
MEL (+S) [n. Honey]
MEM (+S)
MEN [pl. of MAN]
MES [UK only]
MET
MEU (+S) [n. The 
spignel plant - UK 
only]
MEW (+S)
MHO (+S)
MIB (+S)
MIC (+S) [n. 
Microphone]
MID (+S)
MIG (+S)
MIL (+S)
MIM
MIR (+S)
MIS (+S)
MIX (+ED, +ING, 
+ES, +ER)
MIZ [Misery - UK 
only]
MNA (+S) [n. A Greek 
unit of weight or 
money - UK only]
MOA (+S) [n. A very 
large extinct bird]
MOB (+S)
MOC (+S)
MOD (+S)
MOE [UK only]
MOG (+GED, +GING, 
+S) [v. To move away]
MOI

LOU [Scot. word 
meaning to love - UK 
only]
LOW (+S, +ER, 
+EST)
LOX1 [n. Lightly 
smoked salmon]
LOX2 (+ED, +ING, 
+ES) [n. Short for 
Liquid OXygen; v. 
To supply with Liquid 
Oxygen]
LOY (+S) [UK only]
LUD (+S) [n. A 
phrase used when 
addressing a judge in 
court]
LUG (+GED, +GING, 
+S)
LUM (+S)
LUR (+S) [n. A 
Bronze Age trumpet - 
UK only]
LUV (+VED, +VING, 
+S) [v. To love]
LUX (+ES or 
LUCES) [n. A unit of 
illumination]
LUZ [UK only]
LYE (+S)
LYM (+S) [n. A leash 
or a bloodhound - UK 
only] 
MAA [UK only]
MAC (+S)
MAD (+S, +DEN)
MAE (+S) [More]
MAG (+S)
MAK [UK only]
MAL [UK only]
MAM (+S) [n. Mother]
MAN1 (MEN) [n. The 
adult human male] 
MAN2 (+NED, 
+NING, +S) [v. To 
supply with men] 
MAP (+PED, +PING, 
+S)

MOL (+S) [n. A mole 
(chemical term)]
MOM (+S)
MON (MEN) [Man] 
MOO (+ED, +ING, +S)
MOP (+PED, +PING, 
+S)
MOR (+S)
MOS (+S)
MOT (+S)
MOU [n. A mouth - UK 
only]
MOW (+ED, +ING, 
+S, +ER)
MOY [UK only]
MOZ (+ZES) [n. A 
type of a curse - UK 
only]
MUD (+DED, +DING, 
+S, +DY)
MUG (+GED, +GING, 
+S, +GER)
MUM
MUN (+S)
MUS
MUT (+S, +T)
MUX (+ED, +ING, 
+ES) [Not WWF]
MYC (+S) [n. A gene 
that transforms a 
normal cell into a 
cancerous one - Not 
WWF]
NAB (+BED, +BING, 
+S)
NAE
NAG (+GED, +GING, 
+S)
NAH
NAM [A past tense of 
NIM (to steal)]
NAN (+S) [n. A flat 
bread]
NAP (+PED, +PING, 
+S)
NAS [UK only]
NAT [UK only]
NAW
NAV (+S) [Short for 
NAVigation]
NAY (+S)

3

NEB (+S) [n. The 
beak of a bird]
NED (+S) [UK only]
NEE [adj. Born with 
the name of]
NEF (+S) [UK only]
NEG (+ATIVE)
NEK (+S) [n. A 
mountain pass in 
South Africa]
NEP [UK only]
NET (+TED, +ING, 
+S)
NEW (+S, +ER, 
+EST, +LY, +MAN)
NIB (+S)
NID (+S) [UK only]
NIE (+D, +ING, +S) 
[v. Same as NY (to 
approach) - UK only]
NIL (+S) [Nothing]
NIM (+MED or 
+NAM, +MING, +S) 
[v. To steal]
NIP (+PED, +PING, 
+S)
NIS [n. A brownie 
or goblin in 
Scandinavian folklore 
- UK only]
NIT (+S) [n. The 
egg or young of a 
parasitic insect]
NIX (+ES)
NOB (+S)
NOD (+DED, +DING, 
+S) 
NOG (+S)
NOH (+S)
NOM (+S)
NON [Latin for Not - 
UK only]
NOO [adv. Now]
NOR
NOS
NOT
NOW (+S)
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OIL (+ED, +ING, +S, 
+Y)
OIS [UK only]
OKA (+S) [n. Same 
as OKE]
OKE (+S) [n. (1) A 
Turkish unit of weight 
equal to ~ 2.75 
pounds, (2) A Turkish 
liquid unit equal to 1.3 
pints]
OLD (+ER, +EST, 
+S)
OLE (+S)
OLM (+S) [n. A blind 
salamander - UK 
only]
OMA (+S) [n. 
Grandmother]
OMS
ONE (+S)
ONO (+S) [n. (1) A 
large mackerel, (2) 
The number six in 
Māori]
ONS
ONY [UK only]
OOF [Not WWF]
OOH (+S)
OOM (+S) [UK only] 
OOP (+ED, +ING, 
+S) [v. To bind with 
thread - UK only]
OOR [UK only]
OOT (+S) [Out]
OPA (+S) [n. 
Grandfather]
OPE (+S)
OPS
OPT (+S)
ORA [pl. of OS 
(a mouth or an 
opening)]
ORB (+S)
ORC (+S)
ORD (+S) [UK only]
ORE (+S)
ORF (+S) [n. A viral 
infection of sheep - 
UK only]

ORG (+S) [Not WWF]
ORS
ORT (+S) [n. A scrap 
of food]
OSE (+S)
OUD (+S) [n. A 
stringed instrument]
OUK (+S) [UK only]
OUR (+S)
OUP (+ED, +ING, 
+S) [Same as OOP - 
UK only]
OUS [UK only]
OUT (+S)
OVA [pl. of OVUM 
(the female 
reproductive cell 
of animals and 
humans)]
OWE (+D, OWING, 
+S)

OWL (+S)

OWN (+ED, +ING, 
+S, +ER)
OWT (+S) [Anything]
OXO [adj. Containing 
oxygen]
OXY [adj. Containing 
oxygen]
OYE (+S) [interj. 
Same as OY - UK 
only]
OYS [UK only]
PAC (+S)
PAD (+DED, +DING, 
+S)
PAH
PAL (+S)
PAM (+S)
PAN (+NED, +NING, 
+S)
PAP (+S)
PAR (+S)
PAS (+S)
PAT (+TED, +TING, 
+S)

NOX (+ES) [Nitrogen 
OXide - UK only]
NOY (+ED, +ING, 
+S) [v. To annoy - UK 
only]
NTH
NUB (+S)
NUN (+S)
NUR (+S) [n. A knot 
on a tree - UK only]
NUS
NUT (+S, +TY)
NYE [UK only]
NYS [UK only]
OAF (+S, OAVES)
OAK (+S)
OAR (+ED, +ING, 
+S)
OAT (+S, +MEAL)
OBA (+S) [n. A 
hereditary chief in 
Benin and Nigeria]
OBE (+S)
OBI (+S)
OBO (+S) [UK only]
OBS [UK only]
OCA (+S)
OCH
ODA (+S) [n. A room 
within a harem]
ODD (+S, +ER, 
+EST, +LY)
ODE (+S)
ODS
OES
OFF (+S) 
OFT [Often]

(AB+, MEG+, 
MICRO+, MILLI+, 
TERA+) OHM (+S) 
[n. A unit of electrical 
resistance]

OHO
OHS
OIK (+S) [n. A 
very rude or stupid 
person- Not WWF]

3

PAV [UK only]
PAW (+ED, +ING, 
+S)
PAX (+ES) [Latin for 
peace]

(OVER+, PRE+, 
RE+) PAY1

PAY2 (+ED, +ING, 
+S, +ER, +MENT)

PEA (+S)
PEC (+S) [n. Short 
for PECtoral muscle]
PED (+S)
PEE (+S)
PEG (+GED, +GING, 
+S)
PEH (+S)
PEL (+S) [n. A pixel - 
UK only]
PEN (+NED, +NING, 
+S)
PEP (+S)
PER
PES (PEDES) [n. A 
foot or footlike part]
PET (+TED, +TING, 
+S)
PEW (+S)
PHI (+S)
PHO (+S) [n. A 
Vietnamese soup 
of rice noodles and 
vegetables - Not 
WWF]
PHT
PIA (+S)
PIC (+S)

(POT+) PIE (+S)

PIG (+GED, +GING, 
+S)
PIN (+NED, +NING, 
+S)
PIP (+PED, +PING, 
+S)
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PUH [interj. Same as 
POOH, expressing 
contempt or disgust - 
UK only]
PUL (+S)
PUN (+NED, +NING, 
+S)
PUP (+S, +PY)
PUR (+R, +S)
PUS (+S)
PUT (+S)
PUY (+S) [n. A small 
volcanic cone - UK 
only]
PWN (+ED, +ING, 
+S) [v. To dominate 
or humiliate an 
opponent, esp. in 
online gaming - UK 
only]
PYA (+S)
PYE1 (+S) [n. In 
England, before the 
Reformation, a book 
of ecclesiastical 
rules for finding the 
particulars of the 
service for the day. 
Also PIE.]
PYE2 (PIED, +ING, 
+S) [v. To reduce 
to confusion. This 
version of the word is 
UK only.]
PYX (+ES) [n. A 
container to hold 
Communion wafers 
or freshly minted 
coins]
QAT (+S)
QIN (+S) [n. A 
Chinese stringed 
instrument - UK only]
QIS
QUA

PIR (+S) [n. A title 
given to a Muslim 
holy man - UK only]
PIS
PIT (+TED, +TING, 
+S)
PIU
PIX (+ES)
PLU [UK only]
PLY
POA (+S) [n. A 
meadow-grass plant - 
UK only]
POD (+DED, +DING, 
+S)
POH
POI (+S) [n. (1) 
A dance art that 
originated in Māori 
culture, (2) A 
Hawaiian dish]
POL (+S) [n. A 
politcian]
POM (+S)
POO (+S)
POP (+PED, +PING, 
+S)
POS [Positive - Not 
WWF]
POT (+TED, 
+TING, +S) [n. (1) 
An open container, 
(2) Marijuana; v. To 
put a deep, round 
container]
POW (+S)
POX (+ED, +ING, 
+ES, Y)
POZ [Same as POS - 
UK only]
PRE [UK only]
PRO (+S)
PRY
PSI (+S)
PST
PUB (+S)
PUD (+S)
PUG (+GED, +GING, 
+S)

RAD1 (+S) [n. (1) A 
measurement of the 
radiation absorbed by 
a material or tissue 
equal to 100 ergs per 
gram, (2) A unit of 
plane angle]
RAD2 (+DED, +DING, 
+S) [v. To fear]

RAG (+S, +GED)
RAH
RAI (+S)
RAJ (+ES)
RAM (+MED, +MING, 
+S)
RAN [v. past tense of 
RUN]
RAP (+PED, +PING, 
+S)
RAS
RAT (+TED, +TING, 
+S)
RAV (+S) [UK only]
RAW (+S)
RAX (+ED, +ING, 
+ES) [v. To stretch]

(SUN+) RAY (+S)
REB (+S)
REC (+S)
RED (+S)
REE (+S)
REF (+FED, +FING, 
+S)
REG (+S)
REH (+S) [UK only]
REI (+S)
REM (+S) [(n. (1) 
Short for Rapid Eye 
Movement, (2) A 
measurement of the 
biological effects 
caused by radiation 
absorbed into the 
body. Derived 
from the phrase, 
“Roentgen Equivalent 
Man”]

3

REN (+NED, +NING, 
+S) (obs. v. To run - 
UK only]
REO (+S) [n. A Maori 
language - UK only]
REP (+S)
RES (+ES)
RET (+TED, +TING, 
+S)
REV (+VED, +VING, 
+S)
REW (+S) [n. Row - 
UK only]

REX1 (+ES) [n. An 
animal with a single 
wavy layer of hair]
REX2 (REGES) [n. 
Title of a reigning 
king]

REZ (+ES) [n. A 
reservation for Native 
Americans - Not 
WWF]
RHO (+S)
RHY (RHIES) [n. Rye 
- UK only]
RIA (+S) [n. A narrow 
coastal inlet]
RIB (+BED, +BING, 
+S)
RID (+DED, +DING, 
+S)
RIF (+FED, +FING, 
+S) [v. To lay off, 
fire, or dismiss from 
employment]
RIG (+GED, +GING, 
+S)
RIM (+MED, +MING, 
+S)
RIN (RAN, +NING, 
+S) [v. To run or melt]
RIP (+PED, +PING, 
+S)
RIT (+TID, +TING, 
+S) [v. To score or 
scratch - UK only]
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RIZ [v. To rise - UK 
only]
ROB (+BED, +BING, 
+S)
ROC (+S) [n. A large 
mythical bird]
ROD (+DED, +DING, 
+S)
ROE (+S) [n. (1) 
The mass of eggs 
contained in the 
ovaries of a fish, (2) A 
small Eurasian deer 
lacking a visible tail]
ROM (+S)
ROO (+S) [n. A 
kangaroo - Not WWF]
ROT (+TED, +TING, 
+S)
ROW (+ED, +ING, 
+S, +ER)
RUB (+BED, +BING, 
+S)
RUC (+S) [Same as a 
ROC - UK only]
RUD [UK only]
RUE (+D, +ING or 
RUING, +S) [v. To 
regret]
RUG (+GED, +GING, 
+S) [v. To tear 
roughly]
RUM (+S) [n. 
Liquor distilled from 
fermented molasses]

RUN1 (+S) [n. (1) A 
footrace, esp. one 
that is at least 5 Km 
long. This would 
include human 
beings, horses, 
dogs, bulls, and 
hamsters. (2) An 
unbroken series of 
events, (3) A race 
between candidates 
for elective office, 
(4) The pouring forth 
of a fluid or liquid, 
(5) A point scored 
in baseball made 
by a runner safely 
reaching home 
plate after touching 
all the other bases 
safely, (6) A rip or 
tear in nylon or 
stocking, esp. one 
that is vertical, (7) 
The continuous 
period of time during 
which something 
is in continual 
operation, such as 
engines, machines, 
and factories, (8) A 
journey accomplished 
or route taken by 
a human using 
vehicles, animals, 
aircraft, or boats, esp. 
on a regular basis, (9) 
Unrestricted freedom 
or use]

RUN2 (RAN, +NING, 
+S) [v. (1) To move 
fast by using one’s 
feet in which both 
feet (or all hooves) 
are allowed to be 
off the ground at 
the same time, (2) 
To cause to move 
quickly, (3) To flow, 
esp. of liquids, (4) 
To cause to perform, 
(5) To direct the 
business or activities 
of something, (6) 
To travel a course 
or route, esp. on a 
regular basis]
RUT (+TED, +TING, 
+S)
RYA (+S)
RYE (+S)
SAB (+S)
SAC (+S)
SAD (+DEN)
SAE
SAG (+S)
SAI (+S) [UK only]
SAL (+S) [n. A large 
North Indian tree]
SAM (+MED, +MING, 
+S) [v. To gather - UK 
only]
SAN [n. (1) An 
archaic letter of the 
Greek alphabet used 
as an alternative 
to Sigma to denote 
the sound “S”, 
(2) Spanish for 
SAINT, (3) Used as 
a courtesy title in 
Japanese-speaking 
areas as a suffix 
to the given name, 
surname, or title of 
the person being 
addressed, (4) Short 
for SANatorium - Not 
WWF]

3

SAP (+S)
SAR (+ED, +ING, 
+S) [v. To savor - UK 
only]
SAT
SAU [Same as XU]
SAW (+ED or +N, 
+ING, +S)
SAX (+ES)
SAY (SAID, +ING, 
+S)
SAZ (+ES or +ZES) 
[n. A stringed 
instrument of North 
Africa - UK only]
SEA (+S)
SEC (+S, +OND)
SED [UK only]
SEE (+N, +ING, +S)
SEG (+S)
SEI (+S) [n. A large 
whale]
SEL (+S)
SEN (+S) [n. A unit 
of currency of Japan. 
+S is UK only]
SER (+S)
SET (+ING, +S)
SEV (+S) [n. An 
Indian food - Not 
WWF]
SEW (+ED or +N, 
+ING, +S)
SEX (+ED, +ING, 
+ES) [v. To determine 
the gender of an 
organism] 
SEY (+S) [UK only]
SEZ [Slang for SAYS 
- UK only]
SHA
SHE (+S)
SHH
SHY (+ER, +ING, 
+NESS)
SIB (+S, +B, +BS)
SIC (+CED, +CING, 
+S)
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SIF [UK only]
SIG (+S) [A short 
personalized, and 
sometimes stylized, 
message at the end 
of an Email - Not 
WWF]
SIK [Same as EXO - 
UK only]
SIM (+S) [Simulation]
SIN (+NED, +NING, 
+S)
SIP (+PED, +PING, 
+S)
SIR (+S)
SIS (+S)
SIT (SAT, +TING, +S)
SIX (+ES, +TY)
SKA (+S)
SKI (+ED, +ING, +S, 
+ER)
SKY (SKIES)
SLY (+LY)
SMA [Scot. for small - 
UK only]
SNY (SNIES) [n. A 
side channel of a 
river - UK only]
SOB (+BED, +BING, 
+S)
SOC1 (+ES) [(n. Short 
for SOCiology Class]
SOC2 (+S) [(n. The 
right of holding a local 
court (+S is UK only)]
SOD (+DED, +DING, 
+S)
SOG (+GED, GING, 
+S) [v. To soak - UK 
only]
SOH (+S) [n. The fifth 
tone of the diatonic 
musical scale [Not 
WWF]
SOL (+S)
SOM (+S) [n. 
Monetary unit of 
Kyrgyzstan -Not 
WWF]
SON (+S)

SUN (+NED, +ING, 
+S, +NY) [v. To 
expose to the sun’s 
rays]
SUP (+PED, +PING, 
+S)
SUQ (+S) [n. A 
market in an Arab 
town]
SUR [On or above - 
UK only]
SUS1 (+ES) [n. A 
suspect - [Not WWF]
SUS2 (+SED, +SING, 
+SES) [v. To arrest 
for suspicious 
behavior or to figure 
out -Not WWF]
SWY (SWIES) [n. An 
Australian game - UK 
only]
SYE (+D, +SYEING, 
+S) [v. To strain - UK 
only]
SYN
SYN [adv. From then 
until now]
TAB (+BED, +BING, 
+S)
TAD
TAE [prep. In the 
direction of]
TAG (+GED, +GING, 
+S)
TAI (+S) [(1) A deep 
red-brown Pacific sea 
bream, eaten as a 
delicacy in Japan, (2) 
A native of Thailand - 
UK only]

SOP (+PED, +PING, 
+S)
SOS [n. An urgent 
appeal for help. It 
has been suggested 
that SOS is an 
acronym for Save 
Our Souls or Save 
Our Ship. Actually, 
it means neither. 
It is used because 
the pattern of  SOS 
(3 short, 3 long, 3 
short pulses, etc.) is 
easy to remember 
and transmit in an 
emergency.]
SOT (+S)
SOU
SOV (+S) [n. Short 
for SOVereign, a gold 
coin - UK only] 
SOW (+ED or +N, 
+ING, +S) [n. A 
female pig; v. To 
scatter seeds on the 
ground for planting]
SOX [pl. of sock]
SOY (+S)
SOZ [SORRY - UK 
only]
SPA (+S)
SPY (SPIED, +ING, 
+S)
SRI (+S)
STY (STIES)
SUB (+BED, +BING, 
+S) [n. A ship 
capable of moving 
underwater; v. To act 
as a substitute]
SUD (+S) [UK only]
SUE (+D, SUING, 
+S)
SUG (+GED, +GING, 
+S) [UK only]
SUI [UK only]
SUK (+S) [n. Same 
as SUQ (a market in 
an Arab town)]
SUM (+MED, +MING, 
+S)
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TAJ (+ES)
TAK [v. To take - UK 
only]
TAM (+S) [n. A Scot. 
hat]
TAN (+NED, +NING, 
+S)
TAO (+S)
TAP (+PED, +PING, 
+S)
TAR (+RED, +RING, 
+S)
TAS
TAT (+TTED, +TING, 
+S, +TOO)
TAU
TAV (+S) [n. A 
Hebrew letter]
TAW (+S)

(OVER+, SUR+) TAX 
(+ED, +ING, +ES)

TAY (+S) [n. Tea - UK 
only] 
TEA1 (+S) [n. A 
beverage made by 
boiling leaves]
TEA2 (+ED, +ING, 
+S) [v. [To ritually 
consume tea. This 
version of the word is 
- UK only]
TEC (+S) [n. A 
technician (US) or a 
detective (UK) - Not 
WWF]
TED (+ED, +DING, 
+S)
TEE (+D, +ING, +S)
TEF (+S) [n. An 
Ethiopian cereal 
grass - UK only]
TEG (+S)
TEL (+S) [n. A hill 
or mountain in Arab 
countries]
TEN (+S)
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TES [pl. of TE]
TET (+S) [n. (1) A 
Hebrew letter, (2) 
Vietnamese New 
Year]
TEW (+ED, +ING, 
+S) [v. To work hard, 
hustle]
TEX (+ES) [n. A unit 
of weight used to 
measure the density 
of yarn - UK only]
TFW [n. Short for 
That Feel When - 
WWF only]
THE
THO
THY
TIC (+CED, +CING, 
+S) [+CED, +CING 
are not WWF]
TID (+S) [n. for the 
Latin phrase, “Ter In 
Die”, meaning Three 
Times a Day - UK 
only]
TIE1 (+S) [n. (1) 
Neckwear consisting 
of a long narrow 
piece of material 
worn under a collar 
and tied in knot at 
the front, (2) An 
even score in a 
competition]
TIE2 (+D, +ING or 
TYING, +S) [v. To 
bind] 
TIG (+GED, +GING, 
+S) [v. To touch - UK 
only]
TIK (+S) [n. 
Methamphetamine 
in crystal form - UK 
only]
TIL (+S)
TIN (+NED, +NING, 
+S)

TIP (+PED, +PING, 
+S)
TIS
TIT (+S) [n. A small 
bird]
TIX [Short for 
TICKETS - UK only]
TIZ (+ES, +Z, +ZES, 
+ZY - Not WWF]
TOC (+S) [UK only]
TOD (+S) [n. UK unit 
of weight for wool]
TOE1 (+S) [n. A digit 
of the foot]
TOE2 (+D, +ING, +S) 
[v. To touch with the 
toe]
TOG (+S) [v. To 
clothe]
TOM (+S) [n. The 
male of various 
animals, esp. of cats 
and turkeys]
TON (+S, +NE) [n. A 
unit of weight equal to 
2000 pounds or 1000 
Kg] 
TOO [adv. In addition]
TOP (+PED, +PING, 
+S)
TOR (+S)
TOT (+TED, +TING, 
+S)
TOW (+ED, +ING, 
+S)
TOY (+ED, +ING, +S)
TRY (TRIED, +ING, 
TRIES)
TSK
TUB (+BED, +BING, 
+S)
TUG (+GED, +GING, 
+S)
TUI (+S) [n. A small 
N. Z. bird]
TUM (+S) [n. The 
stomach - [Not WWF]
TUN (+NED, +NING, 
+S)

TUP (+PED, +PING, 
+S)
TUT (+S)
TUX (+ES)
TWA (+S) [Two]
TWO (+S)
TWP [adj. Welsh 
word for dim-witted, 
stupid, or dull - UK 
only]
TYE (+S)
TYG (+S) [n. An old 
drinking-cup with two 
or more handles - UK 
only] 
UDO (+S) [n. A 
Japanese herb]
UDS [An old 
interjection meaning 
“God Save” - UK 
only]
UEY (+S) [n. A U-turn 
- UK only]
UFO (+S) [Short for 
Unidentified Flying 
Object - UK only]
UGH (+S)
UGS [UK only]
UKE (+S)
ULE (+S) [n. A 
Central American 
rubber tree - UK only]
ULU (+S) [n. An 
Eskimo knife]
UMM
UMP (+ED, +ING, 
+S, +IRE)
UMS [UK only]
UMU (+S) [n. A type 
of oven - UK only]
UNI (+S) [n. Short 
for UNIversity - Not 
WWF]
UNS
UPO [Upon]
UPS
URB (+S) [n. An 
urban area]
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URD (+S)
URE (+S) [n. An 
extinct wild ox - UK 
only]
URN (+S)
URP (+ED, +ING, +S) 
[v. To vomit]
USE (+D, USING, 
+S, +R)
UTA (+S) [n. A class 
of large lizards]
UTE (+S)
UTS
UTU (+S) [n. A 
Māori concept 
of reciprocation, 
covering the 
reciprocation of 
kind deeds and the 
seeking of revenge, 
(2) The Sumerian sun 
god - UK only]
UVA (+S or +E) [n. A 
grape or grape-like 
berry - UK only]
VAC (+S) [n. Short for 
VACation or VACuum 
cleaner]
VAE (+S) [Same as a 
VOE - UK only]
VAG (+GED, +GING, 
+S) [v. Australian 
slang meaning to 
arrest someone for 
vagrancy - UK only]
VAN1 (+S) (n. (1) A 
large enclosed motor 
vehicle having rear 
or side doors made 
to transport more 
people than a car, 
(2) The leading units 
moving at the head of 
an army]
VAN2 (+NED, +NING, 
+S) [v. To transport, 
esp. people, using a 
van]
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VAR (+S) [n. A unit of 
reactive power]
VAS [n. An 
anatomical duct]
VAT (+TED, +TING, 
+S)
VAU (+S) [Same as 
VAV]
VAV (+S) [n. A 
Hebrew letter]
VAW (+S) [Same as 
VAV]
VEE (+S)
VEG (+GED, +GING, 
+ES or +GES) [v. To 
idly spend time]
VET1 (+S) [n. Short 
for VETeran and 
VETerinarian]
VET2 (+TED, +TING, 
+S) [v. (1) To make a 
thorough, careful, and 
critical examination 
of something or 
someone, (2) To 
medically treat 
animals]
VEX (+ED or +T, 
+ING, +S) [v. To 
annoy]
VIA
VID (+S) [n. A video]
VIE (+D, VYING, +S)
VIG (+S) [n. Short 
for VIGORISH (the 
amount charged by 
a bookie for taking a 
bet from a gambler)]
VIM (+S)
VIN (+S) [n. A French 
wine - Not WWF]
VIP [n. Short for Very 
Important Person - 
WWF only]
VIS (+ES) [n. Force 
or power]

WAS [past tense of 
BE]
WAT1 (+S) [n. (1) A 
Thai Buddhist temple 
or monastery, (2) A 
hare] 
WAT2 (+TER, +TEST) 
[adj. Covered or 
saturated with a 
liquid]
WAW (+S)
WAX (+ED, +ING, 
+ES, +Y)
WAY (+S)
WEB (+BED, +BING, 
+S, +LIKE, +Y)
WED (+DED, +DING, 
+S)
WEE (+D, +ING, +S 
+ER, +EST) [v. To 
urinate; adj. Small]
WEM (+S) [n. The 
womb or belly - UK 
only]
WEN (+S) [n. A 
sebaceous cyst]
WET (+TED, +TING, 
+S, +LY, +NESS, 
+TER, +TEST)
WEX (+ED +ING, 
+ES) [v. To wax, grow 
- UK only]
WEY (+S) [n. Old 
measure for dry 
goods usually equal 
to 40 bushels - UK 
only]
WHA
WHO
WHY
WIG (+GED, +GING, 
+S)
WIN (WON, +NING, 
+S)
WIS (+T) [v. To know]

VLY (VLIES) [n. A 
swamp or marsh - UK 
only]
VOE (+S) [n. A small 
bay, creek, or inlet]
VOG (+S) [n. Air 
pollution caused by 
volcanoes- Not WWF]  
VOL (+S) [n. Two 
wings displayed and 
conjoined in a coat of 
arms - UK only]
VON [prep. Of, from - 
WWF only]
VOR (+RED, +RING, 
+S) [v. To warn - UK 
only]
VOW (+ED, +ING, 
+S) [v. To make a 
solemn promise]
VOX (VOCES) [n. 
Latin for “voice”]
VUG (+S) [n. A small 
cavity in a rock or 
vein - Same as 
VUGG or VUGH]
VUM [interj. An 
utterance to indicate 
surprise - Not WWF]
WAB (+S) [n. A web]
WAD (+DED, +DING, 
+S)
WAE
WAG (+GED, +GING, 
+S)
WAI (+S) [n. Māori 
and Hawaiian for 
water - UK only]
WAN (+NED, +NING, 
+S) [v. To become 
pale]
WAP (+PED, +PING, 
+S) [v. To wrap]

(ANTI+, OUT+, 
PRE+, PRO+) WAR1

WAR2 (+RED, 
+RING, +S, +RIOR)

WIT1 (+S) [n. (1) 
Mental sharpness, 
(2) An aptitude for 
using words and 
ideas in a quick 
fashion to create 
humor; WITTED and 
WITLESS are both 
adjectives.]
WIT2 (WIST, +ING 
or +TING, WITE or 
WOST or WOT) [v. 
To know or become 
aware of something]
WIZ (+ES or +ZES, 
+ARD)
WOE (+S)
WOF (+S) [n. 
Australian slang for 
a fool or an idiot - UK 
only]
WOG (+S) [n. An 
offensive term for a 
nonwhite foreigner - 
Not WWF]
WOK (+S)
WON1 [n. Unit of 
currency of South 
Korea]
WON2 [v. Past tense 
of WIN] 
WON3 (+NED, +ING, 
+S) [v. To dwell]
WOO (+ED, +ING, 
+S) [v. To seek the 
affection of]
WOP1 (+S) [n. An 
offensive term for one 
who is Italian or of 
Italian descent]
WOP2 (+PED, 
+PING, +S) [v. Same 
as WHOP (to forcibly 
strike). This version 
of the word is UK 
only.]
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WOS [Same as 
WOES]
WOT (+TED, +TING, 
+S) [v. To know]
WOW (+ED, +ING, 
+S) [v. To impress]
WOX [obs. v. past 
tense of WAX, to 
grow - UK only]
WRY (WRIED, 
+ING, WRIES) [v. To 
contort]
WUD1 [adj. Insane]
WUD2 (+DED, 
+DING, +S) [v. To 
load with wood. This 
version of the word is 
UK only.]
WUZ [Non-standard 
spelling of WAS - UK 
only]
WYE (+S) [n. The 
letter “Y”]
WYN (+S) [n. The 
rune for the letter W, 
Same as WYNN]
XIS [pl. of XI (a Greek 
letter)]
YAD (+S) [n. A hand-
held pointer used for 
reading the Torah - 
UK only]
YAE [UK only]
YAG (+S)
YAH
YAK (+KED, +KING, 
+S) [n. A long-haired 
bovid found in the 
Himalayas; v. To talk 
persistently]
YAM (+S)
YAP (+PED, +PING, 
+S, +PER)
YAR [adj. Quick, 
nimble]

YOB (+S) [n. A 
hooligan, thug, or 
assassin. Supposedly 
this word was coined 
in the 1850’s because 
it is the reversed form 
of “boy”.]
YOD (+S) [n. A 
Hebrew letter]
YOK (+S)
YOM [Day]
YON [adj. Distant but 
within sight]
YOU (+S, +R)
YOW (+ED, +ING, 
+S)
YUG (+S) [n. One of 
the four Hindu ages 
of the world - UK 
only]
YUK (+KED, +KING, 
+S) [v. To laugh 
loudly]
YUM (+MY) [interj. 
Used to express 
pleasurable 
satisfaction, esp. with 
food]
YUP (+S) [n. Short for 
YUPpie]
YUS [pl. of YU - UK 
only]

(ZIG+) ZAG1 (+S)
ZAG2 (+GED, 
+GING, +S)

ZAP (+PED, +PING, 
+S, +PY)
ZAS [pl. of ZA (Short 
for pizZA)]
ZAX (+ES) [n. A slate 
cutting tool]
ZEA (+S) [n. Corn - 
UK only]
ZED (+S) [n. The 
letter Z]

YAS [n. pl. of YA (an 
Asian pear); interj. An 
expression used to 
make others aware of 
extreme satisfaction- 
Not WWF]
YAW (+ED, +ING, 
+S) [v. To turn around 
a vertical axis]
YAY (+S)
YEA (+S)
YEH [interj. An 
utterance expressing 
agreement]
¥EN (+NED, +NING, 
+S) [n. the basic unit 
of money in Japan; v. 
Having a strong 
desire or inclination, 
esp. for something or 
someone who is not 
present]
YEP (+S)
YES1 (+ES) [n. An 
affirmative answer]
YES2 (+SED, +SING, 
+ES or +SES) [v. To 
give an affirmative 
reply]
YET [adv. Up to now]
YEW (+S) [n. A type 
of evergreen tree]
YEX (+ED, +ING, 
+ES) [v. To hiccup or 
belch - UK only]
YGO [past tense of 
GO - UK only]
YID (+S) [n. An 
offensive term for a 
Jew]
YIN (+S)
YIP (+PED, +PING, 
+S) [v. To yelp]
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ZEE (+S) [n. The 
letter Z]
ZEK (+S) [n. An 
inmate in a Soviet 
labor camp]
ZEL (+S) [n. An 
oriental cymbal - UK 
only]
only]
ZEN [n. A Buddhist 
philosophy - WWF 
only]
ZEP (+S) [n. A long 
sandwich - Not WWF]
ZEX (+ES) [n. Same 
as ZAX - UK only]
ZHO (+S) [Same as 
ZO - UK only] 
ZIG (+GED, +GING, 
+S, +ZAG)
ZIN (+S) [n.Short for 
ZINfandel (A red wine 
from California)]

(UN+) ZIP (+PED, 
+PING, +S)
ZIT (+S)
ZIZ (+ZED, +ZES, 
+ZING) [n. To take a 
nap - UK only]
ZOA [pl.of ZOON, a 
fertilized egg]
ZOL (+S) [n. South 
African slang for a 
joint - UK only]
ZOO (+S)
ZOS [pl. of ZO - UK 
only]
ZUZ (+IM) [n. An 
ancient silver Hebrew 
coin - Not WWF]
ZZZ [Not WWF]
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